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List of pirate ship types

Soundtrack - Adrian von Ziegler Pirate Ships Pirates of old uses a variety of ships, anywhere from a small gambling boat to a large warship. But generally they have priority for those with the greatest speed as it would do no good to detect a potential target just to take it out-sail you. Also pirates want to escape quickly if necessary. The pirates keep their ships in good order, taking
care of them regularly to keep the hull smooth and clear of seaweed and other marine life. This work is essential to maintaining their speed advantage. Two of the ship's favorite types of pirates are sloop and schooner. The shallow speed and research of these ships allowed the pirates to hide in relative safety in shallower waters, where larger warships could not enter. The onemasts-assisted ship had a bow almost as long as her hull was probably one of the fastest ships of her time. If the wind is favorable, a square topsail can be pulled to give her a maximum speed that can sometimes exceed eleven knots. Sloop is a favorable ship for pirates and smugglers alike. The relatively small ship can carry about 75 pirates and about ten cannons. Sloop is
often the ship of choice for hunting in shallower channels and sounds. Schooner's extensive use around the second half of the 17th century was a bit of all the best features in a pirate ship. Perhaps her greatest virtue lies in her shallow draft. It is popular with pirates off the coasts of North America and the Caribbean. Fully loaded, it is still small enough to move on shallow waters
and hide in remote coves. Schooner can also reach 11 knots in a good wind. Another versatile ship, the Brigantine, is a pirate's captain ship. It is usually a 150-ton, 80-foot ship that can carry about 100 pirates mounted on 10 cannons with cargo space twice as large as a magnifying vessel. She has two masts. Its main sail can be equipped with either the best square sail in
quartering wind, or the front and rear sails for sail towards. This larger ship is the obvious choice for combat or combat rather than fast, hit-and-run pirate tactics practiced with smaller surface ships and schooners. It is also rugged enough to cross the Atlantic Ocean, and is more beautiful in harsh sea conditions. It should also be remembered that pirates could not build a ship to
order as merchants and armies did. They must be the opportunity and have plundered a ship, the pirates will either burn the ship, let it go out of its way, put it adrift, or take the ship over for their own use. Most pirate ships were no longer there then Catch ships taken as prizes and then changed to suit pirate needs. Large three-masts squareriggers can be equipped with more than
twenty cannons plus multiple rotating guns and crew of about 200 or more. She can create a formidable opponent and is a great flagship for a large group of pirates even though she lacks agility. Many ships may have surrendered to her without being shot if they were not fast enough to overcome it. In addition to being highly valued and comparable to a Navy frigate, it is also
known for its sea travel capabilities during long trips and cargo space twice as large as brigantine. One of the most impressive aspects of some of the early 17th century pirates was the huge trips they made in search of wealth. They traveled along the coast of North America from Newfoundland to the Caribbean. They crossed the Atlantic Ocean to the Guinean coast of Africa.
And they went around Cape Good Hope to Madagascar to plunder ships in the Indian Ocean. These were long, slender ships that were famous for their speed, and sailboats sailing in the calm winds of the Mediterranean were merciful. Their paddles make them very quick, allowing them to manoly manoly quite easily and accompany an intended victim. When the wind picked up
the corsairs pulled a large lateen sail on a single mast between the ships. The stoves were fitted with one or more large cannons on the bow, and a number of rotating cannons were also mounted along the side rails. But just like most pirate ships their main weapon is in their combat team, who can number more than a hundred men on a large galley. These men quickly overrun a
ship and swept through all opposition. These corsairs generally do not engage in piracy for gold or silver. They are trying to arrest people they can hold for ransom, use as rowers on their stoves, or just sell them as slaves. Among the many types of ships used in the great era of sails. Most of them are distinguished by their fraud, hull, keel, or number and configuration of masts.
The design will usually be modified over the course of time with lessons learned from use. The same type of ship may differ in how it was built by the country. Pirates move on most of the ship types listed below. Many small sailboats and fishing boats are not included. Class ship BARK (BARQUE) Before the 1700s the name was applied to any small vessel. It then applied to a
small ship with three masts. The first two were squarely rigged, and the third (rear mast) was rigged front and rear. Fast train with shallow draft. Favorite of Caribbean pirates. The crew was about 90 men. BRIG Very popular in the 18th and early 19th centuries. A brig is a sailboat with two cheating square masts. To improve manohrottle, the rear mast carries a small gaff sail front
and rear cheats. Brig actually evolved as a variant of brigantine. Re-cheating a brigantine with two two Mast instead gives it greater sailing power, and also easier for crews to manage. During the Sailing period, brigs were considered fast and mobile and were used as both naval and merchant warships. When used as small warships, they carried between 10 and 18 cannons. Due
to their speed and manolyity, they are also popular among pirates, although they are rare among American and Caribbean pirates. BRIGANTINE Original brigantine was a small sail and oar warship used in the Mediterranean in the 13th century. It has been lateen cheating on two masts and has between eight and twelve paddles on each side. Its speed, manolyity and easy
handling have made it a favorite of Mediterranean pirates. Its name is derived from the Italian brigantino, meaning brigand. By the 17th century, the term had been governed by Atlantic maritime nations. Each word means a different class of ships. Brigantine has no late sails but is instead squarely arranged on the mast and has a gaff-rigged mainsail with square rigs above it. The
main mast of a brigantine is a rear. Brigantine is generally larger than a sloop or schooner but smaller than a brig. CARAVEL A small ship for trading. They were originally developed into square masts and used by the Spanish and Portuguese for exploration. About 80 feet long. CARRACK Before the advent of galleons, carracks were the largest ships. They typically reach 1,200
tons. They were used for commercial trips to India, China and the Americas by the Spanish and Portuguese. They were 3 masted with square sails on the front and main mast and lateen-rigged on mizzen. They have very high front and rear castles. She carries a huge amount of power and therefore can easily fight pirates. Only by surprise can one hope to have one of these
towering giants. CLIPPER A very fast 19th-century sailing ship with three or more masts and a square rig. They are usually narrow in length, have a large total sail area, and can transport in limited quantities. These ships are recognized for having greater speeds than cargo space. Speed is critical to competing with new steam vessels for commercial use. China is the fastest
commercial sailing ship ever made. Clippers were primarily built in British and American shipyards. They sailed all over the world, mainly on the main trade routes of the era. The ships had a short expected lifespan and rarely lasted longer than two decades of use before they were disassembled for salvage. Although they were built a century after the golden age of violations
rights, with their speed and manomability, cutting frequently mounted cannons or carronades and some used for piracy, private, smuggling, and Service. CORVETTE (CORVET) The term corvette seems to have begun with the French Navy in the 1670s, to describe a small, mobile, lightly armed warship, smaller than a frigate and larger than sloops-of-war. Most upside-down
trains and escorts in the late 17th century were about 40 to 60 feet long. They carried 4-8 small guns on one deck. These early escort ships grew rapidly in size for decades, and by the 1780s they reached more than 100 feet in length. Most of these large versions had three masts, and carried about 20 cannons. The British Navy did not adopt the term until the 1830s, to describe a
sixth-class warship larger than an aircraft carrier. CUTTER cut machines were widely used by several navy ships in the 17th and 18th centuries and were often the smallest ships in the fleet. A cutter is a small boat one mast, front and rear cheating, with two or more headsails, usually made on a very long bowsprit, which is sometimes half the length of the hull. Masts can be placed
farther than on a sloop. The rigs gave the cutter excellent manometer capabilities and they were much better at sailing to windward than a larger, square-rigged ship. Larger naval cuters were later capable of pulling two or three square sails from their masts to improve their reverse rowing performance. Over time, larger-sized cut-off machines consisted of ships with two and three
masts. Pilot cut machines are widely used near ports to transport port pilots to large ships. The Navy uses cut-off machines for coastal patrols, customs, escorts, personnel and dispatch transportation and for small 'cut off' airstrikes. Due to their intended size and role, naval cut machines were lightly armed, usually with six to twelve small cannons. DHOW Dhows was intended to
be commercial vessel, having a single mast that was lateen-rigged. They have between 150 and 200 tons of ships. Arab pirates armed with guns for her will use these ships. DUTCH FLUTE (FLEUT) An early 17th-century merchant ship, similar to the bark design (barque). These are inexpensive to build, and can carry a large cargo. EAST INDIAMAN Is designed from experiences
gathered from long and arduous trips to India. The class was one of the largest merchant ships of the period, having three masts and weighing 1100 to 1400 tons. Built from the early 1600s to the late 1700s, for freight between Asia and Europe. They are often equipped with cannons for self-defense. Frigate The Venetians called a frigate a small boat with paddles about 35 feet
long and about 7 feet wide. The British adopted words for a larger ship that would have carried oars. Around 1700, the British limited the word to a class of ships only the second size compared to the Man-O-War. Frigate gets three masts with one lifted up and quarterdeck. They had between 24 and 38 guns, and were faster than ships. Frigates are used for escort purposes, and
sometimes for hunting pirates. Only a few pirates ever commanded a frigate as most would flee when they saw one. FUSTE (FUSTA) A favorite of Barbary Corsairs, it is a small ship with both sails and paddles. It was fast, long and had a low profile. GALIOT (GALLIOT) Mediterranean In the 16th century, galliiot was a type of vessel with oars, also known as half galley. Galiot is
long, and sleek with a flush floor. Then, from the 17th century onwards, a ship with sails and oars. As used by Barbary pirates against the Republic of Venice, a galiot has two masts and about 16 oar ranks. Warships of this type typically carried between two and ten small-caliber guns, and between 50 and 150 men. It was used by Corsair Barbarys in the Mediterranean. GALIOT
(GALLIOT) North Sea In the 17th to 19th centuries, a galiot was a type of commercial vessel of the Netherlands or Germany, similar to a ketch, with a rounded front and rear as a fluyt. They have almost flat bottoms for sailing in shallow water. These ships were particularly favored for coastal navigation in the North Sea and Baltic Sea. Galleon Galleon are the great ships devoted
to freight. Galleons are sluggish giants, unable to sail in or near the wind. The Spanish treasure fleets are made of these ships. Although they are slow, they are not the easy targets you would expect as they can carry heavy artillery making it difficult to attack them directly. It had two to three decks. Most have three masts, the front mast is squarely cheating, lateen-sailed on
mizzenmast, and a small square sail on her soaring bowsprit. Some galleon sports 4 masts but this is an exception to the rules. Galley galleys have a very long history, dating back to ancient times. They were used until the Russian-Swedish War of 1809. They have a deck and are mostly equipped with oars. They were expensive to maintain and fell into un use. However they are
still being used by barbary corsairs in the Mediterranean. As they were meant to carry out soldiers they were used in a few large-scale attacks. There is a version of the kitchen used in the Atlantic by the British. They have a discharge floor and are pushed by both paddles and sails. They're rigged like frigates. Captain Kidd made his name in one of them, Adventure Galley.
GUINEAMAN A guineaman is a large cargo ship engaged in trade with the Guinean coast of Africa. Many were specially converted or purpose-built to transport slaves, especially newly purchased African slaves to the Americas. Their hulls are divided into held with little headroom, so they can transport as many slaves as possible. Unsanitary conditions, dehydration, dysentery
and rickets lead to mortality averages 15% and up to a third of prisoners. Slave ships adopted faster, more manoly forms to cross the Atlantic faster to increase profits, and then to avoid capture by naval warships once the African slave trade was banned by the British and Americans in 1807. The speed and size of guineamans make them attractive ships for reuse for pirates, and
also for naval use after capture. USS Nightingale (1851) and HMS Black Joke (1827) were such warships. Some famous pirates such as Blackbeard and Samuel Bellamy have captured and converted them into pirates. JUNK From junk is derived from the Portugues junco language, thus coming from the Javanese word djong, which means ship. The ship had a flatbed without a
hull, a flat bow, and a high stern. The width of a litter is about a third of its length and she has a rudder that can be lowered or raised providing excellent steering ability. A boat with two or three masts with square sails, made from bamboo, rattan or grass. Contrary to belief, garbage is capable of operating in any waters as it is a ship well worth the sea. KELCH A two mast ship with
a large sail on the main mast and a smaller mizzen. Historically, the ketch was a square fraudulent vessel, often used as a cargo ship or fishing vessel in northern Europe, especially in the Baltic and North Seas. In the late 18th century, they were largely replaced by piers, differing from ketchup by having smaller front masts (or sometimes similar in size) than the rear mast. Ketch
continued to be used as a dedicated ship to carry mortars until after the Napoleonic Wars, in this application it was called a bomb ketch. In modern use, ketch is a fore-and-behind-the-ship fraud used as a yacht or pleasure craft. LONGBOAT Is like a rowing boat except they are very long. They were carried on board and used to get to and from the ship. They are usually rowed but
often have masts and removable sails. Also some are equipped with one or more very small cannons. LUGGER A ship with a lugsail rig, usually two masts. When they are used for smuggling or as privateers, extra sails are often added to the rear. These small ships were mainly used by merchants in coastal waters. PINK (MERCHANT) There are two pink classifications. The first
was a small, flat-bottomed ship with a narrow stern. The ship is originally from the Italian pinco. It was used primarily in the Mediterranean as a cargo ship. In the Atlantic, the word pink is used to describe any small ship with a narrow tail, derived from dutch pincke. They are usually equipped squarely and are used as ships fishing, merchant ships and warships. PINNACE The
Dutch built pinnaces in the early 17th century. They have a hull shape a small racing sailboat, and usually arranged on three masts, or carrying a similar rig on two masts, like the later brig. Pinnaces are used as merchant, private, and small warships. SCHOONER The Schooner had a narrow hull, two masts and was less than 100 tons. It is often rigged with two large sails hovering
from the spars reaching from the top of the mast towards the stern. Other sails are sometimes added, including a large headsail attached to the bowsprit. She has a shallow draft that allows her to stay in shallow coves waiting for her prey. Schooner is very fast and big enough to carry a rich crew. It's a favorite of both pirates and smugglers. FROM the 17th century to the 19th
century, these ships were heavy artillery of the naval fleet. At first, they resembled galleons in design, but carried great firepower with an average of 60 guns. Over the course of time, they develop into larger and heavier beasts. They are designed large enough to be used in combat tactics, hereby named. In the 18th century, they ranged from fourth-class ships of 50 cannons, to
first-class ships of 100 cannons. Most were about 1,000 tonnes and had three masts, paid squarely, except for one late sail on the rear mast. Only three major sea powers of the time (Spain, England, and France) widely used these ships. SLAVE SHIP (SLAVER) These were large cargo ships converted for the purpose of transporting slaves. They reached the peak of use between
the 17th and early 19th centuries. Their large size and ability to handle long sea trips make them attractive targets for pirates. The original Western slave ships were mostly merchant ships/square sailboats. Later these ships became more purpose-built. See the Guinean description above. SLOOP The Sloop is agile, agile and has a shallow draft. They usually have a speed of
about 12 knots. Its size can be up to 100 tons. It is generally equipped with a large mainsail attached to a mast above the mast at its eastern edge, and a long boom below. She can sport additional sails both square and lateen-cheating. Because piracy is a significant threat in the Caribbean, merchants have been searching for ships that can outs outs than pursuers. Ironically, the
same speed and manolyity that make them appreciated and even more targeted by pirates they are designed to avoid. SLOOP-OF-WAR In the 18th and most of the 19th century, a British Navy warship was a warship with a single gun deck carrying eighteen guns. A sloop-of-war is quite different from a civilian or merchant sloop, which is a generic term a single masts train
cheating as what would today be called a gaff cutter. In the first half of the 18th 18th most naval magnifiers are two mast ships, usually carrying a ketch or a snow rig. A ketch has the main mast and mizzen but no front mast, while the snow has the front mast and the main mast but no mizzen. The first three masts appeared in the 1740s, and since the mid-1750s most were built
with three masts. The longer decks of the multi-mast warships also had the advantage of allowing more guns to be carried. In the 1770s, two brig sloop masts became popular with the British Navy as it was cheaper and easier to build and for sailing crews. SNOW A snow or snaw is a type of brig commonly known as a snow-brig. It was usually a merchant ship, but was a common
form of sailing rig for small two mast mast mast magnifiers, especially in the first half of the 17th century. Snow carries square sails on both masts, but there is a small trysail mast, sometimes called a snowmast, stepping immediately behind the main mast. XEBEC (CHEBEC or SHEBEC) Xebec is popular among Barbary pirates because she is fast, stable and big. They could
reach 200 tons and carry between 4 and 24 cannons. She also carried between 60 and 200 of her crew. Xebec had a pronounced protruding nose and tail, and three masts were often rigged late. In addition to the sails, it is also rowed. Pirate ship crew
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